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Abstract— In this paper, we consider the problem of control-
ling a rigid assembly of aerial vehicles under uncertainty. We
consider the case when the positions of the vehicle modules in
the assembly structure are unknown, but belong to a finite set.
In addition, we consider that each module has only its own
measurements available for feedback but not that of the whole
assembly, so a decentralized control law is developed. We apply
an adaptive switching control approach to control this uncertain
system. Given a stabilizing controller for the case when there is
no uncertainty, we show that the proposed adaptive approach
achieves the control objective under uncertainty by presenting
illustrative simulation examples; we provide a case study of a
recently proposed novel modular flying system, namely a fractal
tetrahedron assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systems of multiple robots play an important role in the
field of robotics as they provide solutions to problems that
would otherwise be hard to tackle by single robots [16].
Robotic assemblies, or modular robots, are such a type
of multirobot systems which consist of several physically
interconnected modules. Robotic assemblies are typically
able to achieve different shapes and sizes depending on
the number of modules constituting them and the way they
are connected. This reconfiguring ability and the fact that
robotic assemblies are made of self-contained elements allow
for greater adaptability to the task performed and enhanced
robustness via redundancy. Examples of such assemblies are
found in [5], [13], [17] and [15].

As a consequence of the multiple possible configurations
with potentially an arbitrary number of modules, and relying
on the fact that each module has their own sensors and
actuators, it is usually desirable to achieve a high level of
decentralization of the control system, meaning that every
module should rely on their own sensors to decide the
proper actuation that will result in the desired behavior at the
assembly level. The decentralization requirement implies the
need for control methods that account for the uncertainty of
the assembly state, as it is in general unreasonable to expect
each module to be aware of the state of all the other modules.
In practice, this uncertainty can manifest in different ways,
such as the number of modules contained in an assembly,
the configuration of the assembly, the place occupied by
a module given a configuration, or the relative position
of the other modules in cases where connections between
modules have some degrees of freedom. The problem of
reaching a global objective with limited information and
interaction between modules, through emergent behavior,
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is common in multirobot systems and therefore applies to
robotic assemblies [10].

Adaptive control is an approach that deals with uncertain
or time-varying systems. A classical adaptive controller
consists of a time-invariant control law together with a tuning
algorithm which adjusts its parameters, e.g. see [6] and
[9]. Adaptive control approaches to robotic assemblies are
found in the literature, such as in [11], [4] and [21], where
interconnected vehicles try to manipulate unknown payloads
in a cooperative manner; although there, the vehicles usually
need a common measurement of the states shared among
all. For nonlinear systems, such as robotic systems, adaptive
controllers typically need state feedback [20]; so a different
approach may be used, such as one involving a switching
mechanism, to side-step this constraint. In adaptive switching
control approaches, such as Supervisory Control [14], [8],
[7], the adaptive mechanism is typically responsible for
switching from time to time between candidate controllers,
where it selects the controller corresponding to the “best”
performance. Adaptive switching approaches have been used
to deal with cases of uncertainty in, for example, controlling
underactuated vehicles [1], visual feedback control [3], the
control of robotic manipulators [22], and robotic biped
walking [2].

In this paper, we consider the problem of controlling, in
a decentralized manner, a rigid assembly of aerial robotic
vehicles under uncertainty. We assume that we are uncertain
about the configuration of the assembly; in particular, the
positions of the vehicle modules in the assembly structure
are unknown. We employ an adaptive switching approach
to show, under a suitable assumption, how a decentralized
control law is applied to this uncertain system; we show,
through illustrative simulation examples, that the system
under uncertainty achieves the control objective, and with
comparable closed-loop behavior to the case when there is
no uncertainty. As far as the authors are aware, the proposed
adaptive switching approach has never been applied in the
context of controlling multiple vehicles.

Notation. We denote R, R+, N, Z, and Z+ as the set of
real numbers, nonnegative real numbers, natural numbers,
integers and nonnegative integers, respectively. For N ∈ N,
define the set notation N := {1, 2, . . . , N}. We will denote
the Euclidean-norm of a vector by the subscript-less default
notation ∥ ·∥. Let Ip denote the identity matrix of size p. Let
0p×q denote the matrix of size p× q whose all of its entries
are zero. Define the normal vector e3 :=

[
0 0 1

]⊤ ∈ R3.

II. THE SETUP
A. System Model

We consider N modules connected together in a rigid
assembly; we label each module by a index j ∈ N . We
have a world frame defined by x, y and z axes, with the
z-axis pointing upward. Let p =

[
x y z

]⊤ ∈ R3 be the
coordinates of the center of mass of the whole assembly
in the world frame. We consider that the center of mass
of the assembly is situated at the origin of a body frame
B. The orientation of this body frame is represented by
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the Euler angles in the world frame, namely, by the yaw
angle ψ about the z-axis, the roll angle ϕ about the x-axis,
and the pitch angle θ about the y-axis; so let us define
φ :=

[
ϕ θ ψ

]⊤ ∈ R3. We have the rotation matrix
transforming coordinates from B to the world frame as

R(φ) =

cψcθ − sψsθsϕ −sψcϕ cψsθ + cθsϕsψ
sψcθ + cψsθsϕ cψcϕ sψsθ − cψsϕcθ

−cϕsθ sθ cθcϕ

 ,
with cχ and sχ short for cosχ and sinχ, respectively. We
now represent the dynamics of the system as a rigid-body.
With T denoting the total thrust produced by the assembly,
the translational dynamics can be represented by

mBp̈ = −mBge3 +R(φ)e3T, (1)

with mB and g denoting the mass of whole assembly and the
gravitational acceleration, respectively. Denote the angular
velocities of the body frame by Ω =

[
p q r

]⊤ ∈ R3; then,
by defining M :=

[
Mx My Mz

]⊤ ∈ R3 with Mx, My

and Mz denoting the applied roll, pitch, and yaw moments,
respectively, the angular dynamics can be represented by

JBΩ̇ = −Ω× [JBΩ] +M, (2)

with JB ∈ R3×3 denoting the moment of inertia of the
assembly. Using

S(φ) =

cθ 0 −cϕsθ
0 1 sϕ
sθ 0 cθcϕ

 , (3)

we can transform between the angular velocities in the body
frame and the angular velocities in the world frame by the
relation:

Ω = S(φ)φ̇. (4)

We now consider model equations having multiple mod-
ules in the assembly. Let pB

j =
[
xBj yBj zBj

]⊤ ∈ R3 be
the coordinates of the center of mass of module j in the
body frame. In this paper, we assume that the modules are
connected together rigidly, and that each module’s frame is
parallel to the body frame. Then we can write the total thrust
and moments exerted on the whole assembly in terms of
module individual thrusts and moments in a simple manner;
with Tj as the total thrust produced by module j, and Mj,x,
Mj,y and Mj,z as the roll, pitch and yaw moments produced
by module j, respectively, we have

T =
∑N

j=1 Tj , Mx =
∑N

j=1Mj,x + yBj Tj ,

My =
∑N

j=1Mj,y − xBj Tj , Mz =
∑N

j=1Mj,z;
(5)

notice here that this relation allows modules to be on
different planes in the assembly [13]. Also in this rigid
assembly, we can represent the orientation of a module j
with respect to the world frame by the same orientation of
the whole assembly

φj :=
[
ϕj θj ψj

]⊤
=
[
ϕ θ ψ

]⊤
, (6)

and similarly for the angular velocities,

Ωj :=
[
pj qj rj

]⊤
=
[
p q r

]⊤
. (7)

Then, if we denote the coordinates of the center of mass of
module j in the world frame by pj =

[
xj yj zj

]⊤ ∈ R3,

then it is easy to see that

pj = p+R(φ)pB
j , (8)

and so

ṗj = ṗ+Ω× [R(φ)pB
j ]. (9)

B. The Control Problem
In this paper we want to control the assembly under uncer-

tainty and in a decentralized manner. We want to stabilize
the system and drive the position of the assembly p and
its yaw angle ψ to some desired position pd and angle ψd,
respectively; we want to achieve this using a decentralized
control law, i.e. module j should only use measurements
available at module j in the control. Moreover, we are
considering the case when module j is uncertain about its
own position in the assembly structure, so this means there is
uncertainty about the value of pB

j ; under such uncertainty, the
control of the whole system is more complicated compared
to the case when we know exactly the position of module
j in the assembly. To this end, we consider that for each j,
we have the measurements yj =

[
p⊤
j ṗ⊤

j φ⊤
j Ω⊤

j

]⊤ ∈
R12; this means we assume that each module knows its own
position, orientation, and linear and angular velocities, but
not those of the center of mass of the whole assembly. We
consider for module j inputs available for control to be
uj =

[
Tj Mx,j My,j Mz,j

]⊤ ∈ R4. We are considering
here a challenging problem where we want to control the
system without the availability of a common measurement
of the center of mass of the assembly, without inter-module
communication, and with uncertainty of each module’s po-
sition in the said assembly.

Let Θj ∈ Rp, j ∈ Q,Q ∈ N, be a vector that contains
the uncertain parameters of the system, and it belongs to the
finite set of possible parameters,

P := {Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘQ},

which is clearly compact; in this paper, we have Θj = pB
j ∈

R3 and Q = N . With state vector x ∈ R12 defined by

x =
[
x y z ẋ ẏ ż ϕ θ ψ p q r

]⊤
=
[
p⊤ ṗ⊤ φ⊤ Ω⊤]⊤ ,

it is convenient for control to write the dynamics of the
system as follows: from (1), (2), (4), (5), (8), (9), (6) and
(7), we obtain

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)

 N∑
j=1

B(Θj)uj

 , (10a)

yj = h(x,Θj), j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (10b)

with the functions f : R12 → R12, g : R12 → R12×4, B :
P → R4×4 and h : R12 × P → R12 defined by

f(x) :=


ṗ

−ge3
S(φ)⊤Ω

J−1
B (−Ω× [JBΩ])

 , g(x) :=


03×4

[ 1
mB

R(φ)e3 03×3]

03×4

[03×1 I3]

 ,

B(Θj) :=


1 0 0 0
yBj 1 0 0
−xBj 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , h(x,Θj) :=


p+R(φ)pB

j

ṗ+Ω× [R(φ)pB
j ]

φ
Ω

 .
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We now discuss an assumption on the controllability of
the system. Define

u :=

N∑
j=1

B(Θj)uj , (11)

so we can write (10a) as follows:

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u; (12)

notice that (11) is equivalent to u =[
T Mx My Mz

]⊤ ∈ R4, i.e. ū represents the
total thrust and moments produced by the whole system.
In this paper we assume the existence of a controller
that stabilizes the system in (12): there exists a function
K : R12 → R4 such that if we set u = K(x) in (12), then
the system ẋ = f(x) + g(x)K(x) has an exponentially
stable equilibrium point at

[
p⊤
d 01×5 ψd 01×3

]⊤
. This

assumption says that we have at hand a controller that
stabilizes the aerial rigid body provided that we have the
full state x available for feedback. This assumption covers
a wide range of hovering based controllers, normally used
to control multirotors, e.g. see [12]. Of course in this paper
we assume we do not have the full state for feedback,
and we control thrust and moments of the whole body
only indirectly and under uncertainty about the assembly
structure.

C. A Decentralized Control Law
By assumption, there exists a stabilizing controller u =

K(x); now rewrite (11) as

[
B(Θ1) B(Θ2) · · · B(ΘN )

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:B̃


u1

u2

...
uN


︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:u

= u;

we want to find values for uj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , satisfying
the above. We observe that B̃ ∈ R4×4N and u ∈ R4N ; so
for the case when N > 1 we have an under-determined
linear system with four equations but 4N unknowns; hence,
we possibly have infinite number of solutions for u. A
solution can be obtained by calculating the pseudoinverse
of B̃; indeed a solution for u is found by calculating

u = B̃⊤
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1

u. (13)

The solution in (13) is just one possible solution; actually this
is the solution of the optimization problem argminu{∥u∥ :
B̃u = u}; one may choose different costs other than ∥u∥
to achieve alternative control actuation objectives. Observe
that by the structure of B̃ we can write (13) in a distributed
manner and substitute in u = K(x) yielding:

uj = B(Θj)
⊤
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1

K(x), j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (14)

It is easy to check that the matrix B̃B̃⊤ is non-singular;

observe that the matrix
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1

is static, and merely a
function of the geometry of the assembly, i.e. it is a function
of the whole set P which is assumed to be known to all
modules.

Notice that for the problem considered here the control law
(14) is not yet suitable as x is not available to the modules.
But we see from (10b) that we can easily obtain an inverse
function transforming between module measurements and
the state of system: we define the function h−1 : R12×P →
R12 by

h−1(yj , Θ̂) :=


pj −R(φj)Θ̂

ṗj − Ωj × [R(φj)Θ̂]
φj

Ωj

 , j ∈ N, Θ̂ ∈ P.

(15)

It is obvious that

x = h−1(yj ,Θj), j ∈ N,

so now we re-write (14) in a fully decentralized form:

uj = B(Θj)
⊤
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1

K
(
h−1(yj ,Θj)

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(16)

In the next section we present the main contribution of
the paper. We provide an approach to control the system
when modules are uncertain about their own location in the
assembly structure, or in other words, Θj is unknown.

III. THE ADAPTIVE SWITCHING CONTROLLER
For ease of notation, let us define for any p ∈ N and

q ∈ N the function F : R12 × P → R4 by

F (yp,Θq) := B(Θq)
⊤
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1

K
(
h−1(yp,Θq)

)
; (17)

in the ideal case when there is no uncertainty about module
j’s own perception in the assembly, q = j when p = j;
however, here Θj is unknown but belongs to P .

A. Switching Control Law
Let us now define for each j ∈ N the signal σj : R+ → N

to denote the index with which module j perceives itself to
be at any given point in time. So under uncertainty we apply
the following control:

uj = F (yj ,Θσj
), j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (18)

However, under uncertainty a module j does not know if
their perception is correct or not; hence, we employ here an
adaptive mechanism to set σj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , which we
present in the following.

Now define σ := (σ1, σ2, . . . , σN ); we see that the value
of σ belongs to the set of all N -tuple permutations of the
set {1, 2, . . . , N}. For example, for N = 3, we have σ ∈{
(1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2), (3, 2, 1)

}
.

Now, for an assembly consisting of N modules, let I
denote the set of all possible N -tuple permutations of the
set {1, 2, . . . , N}. So, each i ∈ I corresponds to a candidate
collection of module perceptions about their own position
in the assembly, which we want to choose correctly. We let
i∗ ∈ I to label the correct permutation; indeed the modules
labels of 1, 2, . . . and N are arbitrary in the first place, so
we let i∗ := (1, 2, . . . , N); of course, this correct choice is
unknown to the modules.

B. Multi-Estimators
Similar, but not identical, to the approach used in [8],

we now construct systems that act as estimators for each
candidate i ∈ I. This eventually will help us set σ.
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Before proceeding, partition each i ∈ I naturally as i =:
(i1, i2, . . . , iN ), and define

x̂i,j := h−1(yj ,Θij ), j ∈ N ; (19)

note that x̂i∗,j = x for all j ∈ N . Then with λe < 0,
for each i ∈ I, construct the following N systems: with
xe
i,j(0) = 012×1,

ẋe
i,j = λe(x

e
i,j − x̂i,j)+

f(x̂i,j) + g(x̂i,j)

(
N∑
q=1

B(Θiq )F (yq,Θσq
)

)
, j ∈ N.

(20)

Associated with these systems, we define prediction errors
for each i ∈ I by

ei,j := xe
i,j − x̂i,j , j ∈ N. (21)

It is easy to verify that

ėi∗,j = λeei∗,j for all j ∈ N ;

this means that the prediction errors associated with the
correct choice i∗ goes to zero exponentially fast; this is true
irrespective of the control input applied to the system at any
given point in time. With this fact in mind, we show next
how to choose σ from time to time.

C. The Switching Algorithm
We update σ only every τc > 0, so the switching algorithm

is a process that produces its output at discrete time instants.
To this end, define the sequence of switching times by t̂k :=
kτc, k ∈ Z+; so here the signal σ is a piecewise constant
signal of the form

σ(t) = σ(t̂k), t ∈ [t̂k, t̂k+1), k ∈ Z+. (22)

With the design parameter τc > 0, we guarantee that there
are no infinite number of switches during any finite time
intervals; in practical situations, this means that a large
enough τc avoids chattering while also achieves the desired
closed-loop behavior. More discussion about this parameter
is provided in [14]. We present now the algorithm to compute
σ(t̂k) for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and so on.

To proceed, for each i ∈ I we define a performance signal
Ji : {t̂0, t̂1, t̂2, · · · } → R+ by

Ji(t̂k) :=

∫ t̂k+1

t̂k

 N∑
j=1

∥ei,j(τ)∥2
 dτ, k ∈ Z+. (23)

This quantity measures how large are the errors in the
prediction for candidate i in between switching instants;
the errors ei∗,j → 0, j ∈ N as t → ∞, so we expect
that the candidate with least amount of errors to be the
best choice. To this end, in the following we discuss the
switching algorithm used in the present paper. This algorithm
was used in [18] and [19] where the problem of tracking
for a possibly non-minimum phase plant with a compact
uncertainty set is considered. At each switching time t̂k we
have an admissible index set I(t̂k): we initialize I(t̂0) = I,
and we obtain I(t̂k+1) from I(t̂k) by removing all ȷ̄ ∈ I(t̂k)
satisfying Jσ(t̂k)

(t̂k) ≤ Jȷ̄(t̂k), i.e. we keep all candidates
in the admissible index set for which the performance signal
is “better” than the one we are currently using; clearly
ȷ̄ = σ(t̂k) satisfies this bound, but more ȷ̄’s may as well;

if this results in I(t̂k+1) being empty, then we reset I(t̂k+1)
to be I. This switching algorithm is summarized as follows:
with σ(t̂0) ∈ I and I(t̂0) = I:

Ǐ(t̂k) =
{
i ∈ I : Ji(t̂k) < Jσ(t̂k)

(t̂k)
}
, (24a)

I(t̂k+1) =

{
I if I(t̂k) ∩ Ǐ(t̂k) = ∅
I(t̂k) ∩ Ǐ(t̂k) otherwise,

(24b)

σ(t̂k+1) ∈ argmin
i∈I(t̂k+1)

Ji(t̂k), k ∈ Z+. (24c)

Definition 1. We define the index set reset times as those
t̂k, k ∈ Z+, for which I(t̂k) = I.
The algorithm in (24) has the following desirable property.

Lemma 1 ([19]). If t̂k and t̂k̄ are two consecutive index set
reset times, then there exists a k∗ ∈ {k, k+1, . . . , k̄−2, k̄−1}
such that:

Jσ(t̂k∗ )(t̂k∗) ≤ Ji∗(t̂k∗).

Remark 1. The result in Lemma 1 holds even if there
are bounded noise/disturbance entering the system, and/or
unmodelled dynamics. This is due to the logic of the algo-
rithm in (24) irrespective of the definition of Ji(·); for more
insight, see the proof of Lemma 1 in [19].

In Lemma 1 we do not make any claim that σ(t) = i∗

any time; it only makes an indirect statement about the size
of the prediction errors. It turns out that this is enough to
achieve the desired closed-loop behavior. We show this by
simulation; illustrative simulation examples, that show the
robustness of the approach, are provided in the next section.

Remark 2. The control law in (18) applied in module j is a
function of yj and σj; observe that the switching signal σj
is the output of the switching mechanism in (19)–(24) which
requires all of the measurements y1,y2, . . . ,yN , rendering
the whole controller not fully decentralized. However, we
would like to emphasize that this is done without the knowl-
edge of the state x and without the knowledge of the correct
assembly configuration. Apart from their own measurements,
each module j receives only updates for the value of σj , and
only every τc time units.

Remark 3. We see that the number of candidate choices in I
is N !, which can be large for a larger number of modules in
an assembly. However, observe that the switching mechanism
in (19)–(24) contains only simple computations and logic,
which is manageable for a not very large assembly. Also
using a similar approach to that found in [1], the systems
in (20) may be replaced with a single global system that
generates a state shared by all of candidates i to compute
the errors ei,j .

IV. A CASE STUDY: THE TETRAHEDRON ASSEMBLY

In this case study, the example of the fractal tetrahedron
Unmanned Air System (UAS) assembly is considered. The
fractal tetrahedron UAS assembly is a modular robotic
system whose modules are identical quadrotorcraft with a
regular tetrahedron frame, allowing them to combine in
groups of four by forming a new tetrahedron of side length
twice the one of the modules. This assembling process,
inspired by the Sierpinski tetrahedron, can be repeated with
assemblies of same size, allowing the creation in theory of
arbitrary large multirotor vehicles. The motivation behind
this particular tetrahedral shape comes from two reasons;
the first reason is that it results in a highly symmetric three-
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Fig. 1. A single module (left); the four-module assembly (right).

dimensional structure, providing rigidity in all directions and
limiting deformations under stress; the second reason is that
the assembling rule ensures that no rotor is positioned under
another rotor, limiting rotor wake interactions that would
otherwise decrease the performance of the UAS assembly.
For more about the fractal tetrahedron assembly, see [5].

The case study focuses on the first generation of the
fractal tetrahedron assembly, which is constituted of four
independent modules, so N = 4; the modules are identical,
and each have a mass of m and a moment of inertia J ∈
R3×3. See Figure 1 showing the system being developed
at the Robotics, Intelligent Systems, and Control (RISC)
Lab at King Abdullah University of Science and Technol-
ogy (KAUST). Each module j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} generates the
moments Mj =

[
Mj,x Mj,y Mj,z

]⊤
and thrust Tj by

changing the angular velocities ωj,i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} of its
four propellers; the moments and thrusts are given by

Mj =
4∑

i=1

(
kT ri × e3 + kM (−1)ie3

)
ω2
j,i, Tj = kT

4∑
i=1

ω2
j,i,

where kT is the rotor thrust constant, kM is the rotor
drag constant, and ri is the position of rotor i relative
to the module’s center of mass. Notice that the relation-
ship between a module’s generated moments and thrust
and its rotors’ angular velocities is one-to-one, justifying
using

[
Tj Mj,x Mj,y Mj,z

]⊤
directly as the control

input of module j. In practice, each rotor’s angular velocity
is bounded between the real positive constants ωmin and
ωmax. For the system to be stabilizable, it must be able to
generate enough thrust to compensate for its weight, that is
4kTω

2
max > mg.

If each module has an edge of length L, then define R :=
1
2

√
3
2L, so to have in this case the parameter uncertainty set

of

P :=


 0

R
√
2

0

 ,


R√
2

− R√
2

0

 ,
−

R√
2

− R√
2

0

 ,
00
R


 ,

which contains module candidate positions relative to the
assembly’s center of mass. We calculate the mass and
moment of inertia of the four-module tetrahedral assembly
as follows [5]: mB = 4m and JB = 4(J − 2

3mR
2I3);

we assume that the axes of the module frame are so that
J = diag(Jxx, Jyy, Jzz), with Jxx, Jyy, Jzz ≥ 0.

A. The Control Law
For each j ∈ N , we apply the control law (18) with

the switching signals σ = (σ1, σ2, . . . , σN ) chosen by
the switching mechanism (19)–(24). We now present the
control law K(·) as required (see discussion in Section II-
B). Before proceeding, for each i = (i1, i2, . . . , iN ) ∈ I,
and each j ∈ N , partition x̂i,j , defined in (19), naturally

by x̂i,j =:
[
p̂⊤
ij ,j

˙̂p⊤
ij ,j

φ⊤
ij ,j

Ω⊤
ij ,j

]⊤
. Now we define

the function K(h−1(yp,Θq)) used in inside the definition
of F (·, ·) in (17). Here we use a control law used for
hovering control adapted from that in [13]. First, define
the target trajectories for the modules as follows: for each
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, p̈T,j := KP (pd − p̂σj ,j) − KD

˙̂pσj ,j ,

and
...
pT,j := −KP

˙̂pσj ,j − KDp̈T,j , with KP and KD,
3× 3 diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries; with
p̈T,j = [ẍT,j ÿT,j z̈T,j ]

⊤ and
...
pT,j = [

...
x T,j

...
y T,j

...
z T,j ]

⊤,

φT,j :=

 1
g (ẍT,jsψd − ÿT,jcψd)
1
g (ẍT,jcψd + ÿT,jsψd)

ψd

 , ΩT,j :=

 1
g (

...
x T,jsψd −

...
y T,jcψd)

1
g (

...
x T,jcψd +

...
y T,jsψd)

0

 ;

then set the desired thrust and moments for each module
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} to be:

T ∗
j := Nm(z̈T,j + g),

M∗
j := Kφ,P (φT,j − φj) +Kφ,D(ΩT,j − Ωj),

with Kφ,P and Kφ,D, 3× 3 diagonal matrices with positive
diagonal entries. Finally, we set the applied control input:

uj = B(Θσj
)⊤
(
B̃B̃⊤

)−1
[
T ∗
j

M∗
j

]
, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

B. Simulation 1
In this simulation, we have module specifications as

m = 250 g, Jxx = Jyy = 5 × 10−2 kg ·m2, Jzz =
5 × 10−1 kg ·m2 and L = 50 cm. We also add drag forces
to the model; to this end, in this simulation, Equation (10a)
becomes

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)

 N∑
j=1

B(Θj)uj

− 1
2


03×1

R(φ)

[
ẋ2

ẏ2

ż2

]
p2

q2

r2

03×1

 .
We set the controller gains KP = KD = I3, KP,φ = 4I3,
and KD,φ = 2I3. We set λe = −10 and τc = 50msec
in the switching mechanism. The desired position and yaw
angle are pd =

[
0 −5 10

]⊤
and ψd = −π

4 , respectively.
The system is initialized at position p(0) =

[
0 0 5

]⊤
,

zero orientations, and zero linear and angular velocities. Set
σ(0) = (4, 3, 2, 1). We simulate both cases of when there is
uncertainty and when there is none. The result is in Figure 2.
With a demanding maneuver for the assembly, you can see
that the system achieves the control objective nevertheless,
with the adaptive algorithm settling on the correct choice
quickly.

C. Simulation 2
Here, we consider noise added to modules’ measurements

yj . In particular, we add sinusoidal noise to the altitude z
measurement, so in this simulation we set Equation (8) to be

pj = p+R(φ)pB
j +

[
0
0

1
10 cos(2πjt)

]
, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

We use the same module specifications for m, J , and L
as in Simulation 1. We apply the same controller with the
same gains, the same λe, and the same τc = 50msec. The
desired position and yaw angle are pd =

[
0 0 5

]⊤
and

ψd = 0, respectively. The system is initialized at position
p(0) =

[
5 0 10

]⊤
, zero orientations, and zero linear

and angular velocities. Set σ(0) = (3, 4, 1, 2). Similarly, we
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Fig. 2. This shows Simulation 1 results. The top four plots show the errors
in the position and the yaw angle when the adaptive switching controller
is used (solid), and when the ideal controller is used without uncertainty
(dashed). The bottom four plots show the first 2.5 seconds of the switching
signal σ.

simulate both cases of when there is uncertainty and when
there is none. The result is in Figure 3. The measurement
noise has some effect on the performance but not significant.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We consider the problem of the control of an assembly of

aerial vehicles under uncertainty; we assume that positions of
the vehicle modules in the assembly structure is unknown.
An adaptive switching controller is proposed; we consider
a decentralized control law where each module only uses
its own measurements for feedback and a switching signal
which is set to determine from time to time which parameters
to plug into the corresponding control law. Given a stabiliz-
ing controller for the case when there is no uncertainty, we
show that the proposed adaptive approach achieves the con-
trol objective. Illustrative simulation examples are provided
where a novel assembly structure is considered, namely the
tetrahedron fractal assembly.

We are working on validating the proposed approach
experimentally. In the future, we want to extend the approach
to include other types of uncertainty; for example, after a
mid-air assembly, the number of modules in an assembly, N ,
is itself possibly unknown, so we would like to incorporate
this into the adaptive approach.
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